Cargurus nissan pathfinder

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They were very
accommodating about test drives and independent inspections. They were also very
transparent about final pricing which helped me make a quick decision. The dealer made
contact back to me very quickly. All who were involved at the dealership were very helpful and
polite. They helped my sister close the deal and purchase the car. Didn't get to purchase this
vehicle, however, Alexandria was awesome. I will purchasing towards the end of next month
and she will be my first visit. She was extemely helpful! The car itself had different 3 different
tires on it, as well as a scratch on one of the rims. They wasted hours of my time, and they did
not seem very up front with what they were trying to do. Was told the car was there an hour
before I headed to see it. They replied very quickly with a warm welcome. They gave me all the
information I needed to pursue a purchase. Unfortunately, you are not allowed to use outside
financing. I went to another dealership and got a 1. I purchased the car with very minor issues
but those are being resolved. They were very nice. The truck we wanted was already sold. We
were able to test drive another truck. The sales person Armonti was very helpful. Ask about
delivering to Carthage Ms and never received a txt back, I was text with someone at this
dealership, but after that no txt back I am willing to come to GA n pick it up I had a great
experience with the Dealer was very helpful and patient. Great communication! They were,
Super Nice! They kept good contact with me! Making sure that I was getting up to date
information that I needed and asked for! Although I did not purchase the car I inquired about, I
did find the perfect car for my needs. Andra took great care of me, everyone was kind and
professional. I will definitely be back for my next car! Advertised price is not the sale price.
Dealership will attempt to add on thousands of dollars of fees on used cars. Requested photos
numerous times, plenty of email from dealer employees, no photos or information provided,
almost as if the truck only exists online. The experience was very professional and convenient!
Jeremy reached out to me immediately. He worked to get me the best deal on the vehicle and he
personally delivered the vehicle the same day. I would definitely recommend Auto Gallery of
Gainesville! Great dealership! Worth the drive for me! Very helpful and easy to work with staff. I
bought the car! I was actually looking for rear wheel drive and white. Experience was absolutely
amazing. Reps were very knowledgeable the entire process of selling and purchasing our new
vehicle. I recommend shopping here and wish I could rate 10 stars. Initially the SUV wasnt ready
for my appointment. It needed to be jumped due to faulty car battery but service technician
immediately replaced after a short delay. I resume my walk around and was very pleased with
the vehicle presentation. The price was good and miles on vehicle were low. I would buy
another vehicle from carmax. I was able to fill out my application online and Mike contacted me
once I was approved. I came in and test drove 2 vehicles and left with an amazing car. Everyone
was super nice and great to work with. The Pathfinder originally came in a two-door body style
only, but switched to four-door in Early Pathfinders had the appearance of a truck with a canopy
fused on top. As sport utility vehicles grew in popularity, the Pathfinder evolved into a more
sophisticated and comfortable vehicle. The corners became more rounded, and overall the
Pathfinder grew into a larger and more attractive vehicle. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Nissan Pathfinder. Email me
price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. Carriage Kia Gainesville, GA
CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized Nissan Dealer. The Pathfinder was last
redesigned in , and a new Pathfinder is expected in Read more. They got through EPA
loopholes for fuel economy and provided families added space as well as a 4-whee. With the
Pathfinder, Nissan gets many things right. However, at the same time, Nissan gets many things
wrong. The result is a functional but forgettable family-sized crossover SUV. Gwinnett Place
Nissan. Stone Mountain Nissan. Nissan Pathfinder Reviews Review. We opted for the top of the
line 4X4 Pathfinder Platinum and are enjoying every moment of it. Our previous Pathfinder was
driven in excess of k miles and expect the same mechanically. You cannot go wrong with it.
This Pathfinder is very roomy and comfortable. I have not figured out how to change the default
setting for the info screen yet. I would like the radio be the default rather than the map. I test
drove the platinum edition that was fully loaded except for it was lacking a Sun roof which was a
deal breaker unfortunately. I did enjoy the plush interior and ride quality. We ended up going
with the Acura MDX. Now that is refinement. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan dealers in Atlanta GA.

Nissan dealers in Lawrenceville GA. Nissan dealers in Covington GA. Nissan dealers in Canton
GA. Nissan dealers in Carrollton GA. Nissan dealers in Gainesville GA. Nissan dealers in Rome
GA. Nissan dealers in Athens GA. Nissan dealers in Lagrange GA. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Your employees went above and beyond to try to
assist me:. Very friendly and helpful. Nice guys. Let us test drive, no hassle. Still car shopping
so I'm unsure if they'd negotiate a lower price. I am extremely satisfied with my visit to 26
motor! The staff was very friendly and helpful. OSA helped me through the whole process and
made everything easy! I highly recommend contacting osa for assistance - they have an
amazing selection on vehicles! Osa and the staff at 26 motors Jamaica was very dedicated to
ensuring that I left with the car of my choice. I definitely recommend shopping there for future
car purchases. I bought car from these guys they went out of their way to help me, I mistakenly
reviewed a different dealer with poor write up. Short negotiation. They do have ad ons which
were not advertised but we were able to work it out quickly. I asked for some numbers, seller
did not wanted to help until i schedule a test drive and an in person meeting. The price was too
low and as soon i enquired the vehicle was removed from inventory, the seller insisted in
setting an appointment but he failed to tell me the car was not on inventory. A fish and bait
tactic. Very helpful , called right back and although I did not purchase the vehicle they provided
me with other options and are currently trying to find the car I want. Highly recommend. Quick
and thorough responses via email. Car was freshly cleaned and ready for me to test drive when
I arrived. No pressure, just positive experience. And car was amazing. It's now at home in my
garage. Thanks Ronnie. They were terrible they ran three inquiries on my credit report with out
my permission. I will never do business with them. I called three times to ask if they have the
car I wanted to look at. When I got there they made me wait an hour. Very unprofessional and
dishonest. This was the first time I had ever gone to a dealership that sells exclusively used
cars. Very low pressure, very thorough, excellent communication and fantastic value. They
replied very quickly with a warm welcome. They gave me all the information I needed to pursue
a purchase. Well received by rep. I must say that I did get an automated response from Bomnin.
However, after repeated emails requesting further information, I received no additional
responses. I requested information on a few of the trucks they offered over the course of a
couple of weeks. This may be the type of dealer you will have to call, as oppose to just emailing,
for further information. Would have bought a couple of the different trucks I was looking at too.
Never go there again If this vehicle available next month - I will purchase this car. But yeah,
Jose called me within 30 minutes. Mohammad and Moe made sure to show me all available
options and wakes me through all the steps once I made the decision to go with one of their
cars. I had a good experience! Horrible, called about a car ,when we got there car wasn't on the
lot,supposedly it was at another location where they keep all the salvage cars,they should've
put that In the details,drove 2hrs for nothing. Went on site to see the car before the dealer
responded. The person on the lot was very nice and well as the dealer who emailed me. The
Dealer Mrs. Mansour contacted me and provided with all the necessary, unfortunately I did not
buy that vehicle but definitely I give the service Five Stars. For , Nissan has updated the
Pathfinder again. The new vehicle tightens up the headlight design and adds a more aggressive
grille, all of which falls in line with the look introduced by the eighth-generation Nissan Maxima,
which arrived for the model year. The new look also features redesigned taillights, which are not
very noticeable, but look sharp nonetheless. Inside, things look very much the same as the
model. One of the only changes is this added space between the cupholders. They feature a
traditional layout, with a familiar position for dials for the climate and audio controls. In its base
form, it operates the radio and other basic functions, but it can be outfitted with Navigation in
more expensive versions. The base S features the aforementioned touchscreen, inch aluminum
alloy wheels, LED daytime running lights, roof rails, dual power outside mirrors with integrated
LED cornering signals, push-button start, remote keyless entry, a reversing camera, Bluetooth
hands-free calling, and three-zone automatic climate control. Move up to the SV and you get
smart auto-on headlights, fog lights, remote start, HomeLink universal transceiver,
auto-dimming rear-view mirror, leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift-knob, and reversing
backup sensors. The SL also gets a motion-activated liftgate that lets you just kick your foot
under the rear bumper to open the power hatch. It adds inch aluminum-alloy wheels, upgraded
LED projector headlights, chrome body side moldings, a dual-panel panoramic moonroof,
navigation system with XM real-time traffic updates, power tilt-telescoping steering column,
heated and cooled front seats, wood-tone interior trim, a forward-collision-avoidance system,
and adaptive cruise control. The Pathfinder gets a 3. It should be noted that some SUVs in the
class, such as the Toyota Highlander, come with an inline 4-cylinder I4 as the base engine. The
updated 3. This is a noticeable bump in power, and not just on paper. Lay your foot into the
accelerator, and the V6 provides some serious acceleration. Whether it's pulling away from a

stop light, getting up to highway speeds, or even making a pass at highway speeds, that added
power is noticeable, and it also means a larger 6,pound towing capacity. Power gets sent
through a continuously variable transmission CVT to the front wheels or available all-wheel
drive, as found on our test car. One can switch the Pathfinder into 2-wheel drive for better fuel
economy, leave it in Auto, or lock it into 4WD for getting off the beaten path. How much use this
system will receive is entirely up to youâ€”maybe the head of the bike trail or the launching spot
for your kayaks is down a remote road. If anything, leaving the system in Auto will ensure great
traction when the weather gets rough. On the plus side, it has little body roll through corners,
and most shoppers should find its ride relatively comfortable. The Pathfinder provides 8 cup
holders and 6 bottle holders, as well as plenty of cubbies and compartments for all your stuff.
Drop the second and third rows and you get The same cannot be said of all three rows of
seating. The Highlander has a more cramped third row, and the Honda Pilot is one of the few
vehicles in this class with a third row that fits adults. As stated already, the Pathfinder has an
8-inch touchscreen as standard equipment, and moving up to the Platinum trim adds navigation
with real-time traffic and weather. One great thing about Nissan products is their redundant
controls. You can use the touchscreen or the many buttons down below, including a large dial
in the middle to zoom in and out of the map. A tray for your smartphone displays the ambient
light below the center stack. You can plug your phone into one of the pair of USB ports located
on the center console. They might be available in the future, but not on the model. The
Pathfinder comes standard with a full array of front and side impact airbags, Vehicle Dynamics
Control with traction control, front and rear crumple zones, and the LATCH child-seat anchoring
system. A crossover like this often has to carry plenty of kids and their gear, and the Pathfinder
delivers peace of mind via its strong safety scores. Optional safety tech, like forward-collision
warning, blind-spot warning, and rear cross-traffic alert are also considered Superior by the
IIHS. The Nissan Pathfinder comes with a 3-year, 36,mile basic warranty and a 5-year, 60,mile
powertrain warranty. These figures are in line with its biggest competitors, the Honda Pilot and
Toyota Highlander. The Pathfinder breaks with the Pilot and Highlander to offer a compelling
third option in this group of family-hauler SUVs. I have no problem calling the Pathfinder a
smart choice as an all-around family-friendly vehicle. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan Pathfinder listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Nissan Dealer. Nissan's Pathfinder
bridges the gap between minivans and more rugged 4x4s, doing family-hauling duty and
offering all-wheel-drive capability when needed. Why Use CarGurus? Changed thermostat, got
new caps for radiator and reservoir, but still overheating. Water is not circulating with new
thermostat installed. Top hose is hot, bottom hose is not like there is no ope My SUV will not
turn on brake pedal it's very stiff but when ready to push start all lights turn on an image of the
foot to push the pedal and push the start button turns on but when pushed car wil I went to go
to work one morning and my 99 Nissan Pathfinder wud turn over but wud not start. It acted like
it was not firing. I changed the whole distributor, which includes the ignition control The
Pathfinder originally came in a two-door body style only, but switched to four-door in Early
Pathfinders had the appearance of a truck with a canopy fused on top. As sport utility vehicles
grew in popularity, the Pathfinder evolved into a more sophisticated and comfortable vehicle.
The corners became more rounded, and overall the Pathfinder grew into a larger and more
attractive vehicle. Nissan Pathfinder Model Overview. New Nissan Pathfinder. The Nissan
Pathfinder has been announced, but it is not yet available for purchase. Used Nissan Pathfinder
Nissan Pathfinder. Start a new Nissan Pathfinder question. The Pathfinder was last redesigned
in , and a new Pathfinder is expected in Updated Nov 26, by Anonymous. Nissan Pathfinder
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Select Year Browse
Questions. Favorite Favorite. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. I am extremely satisfied with my visit to 26 motor! The staff was very friendly and helpful.
OSA helped me through the whole process and made everything easy! I highly recommend
contacting osa for assistance - they have an amazing selection on vehicles! Osa and the staff at
26 motors Jamaica was very dedicated to ensuring that I left with the car of my choice. I
definitely recommend shopping there for future car purchases. These guys handled everything

including delivering the car in one day. I could not have asked for more out of Tacoma. You
have to check them out. Short negotiation. They do have ad ons which were not advertised but
we were able to work it out quickly. I asked for some numbers, seller did not wanted to help
until i schedule a test drive and an in person meeting. The price was too low and as soon i
enquired the vehicle was removed from inventory, the seller insisted in setting an appointment
but he failed to tell me the car was not on inventory. A fish and bait tactic. Very helpful , called
right back and although I did not purchase the vehicle they provided me with other options and
are currently trying to find the car I want. Highly recommend. Quick and thorough responses via
email. Car was freshly cleaned and ready for me to test drive when I arrived. No pressure, just
positive experience. And car was amazing. It's now at home in my garage. Thanks Ronnie.
Shawn was awesome! Professional and honest. Will encourage others to go to Pleasant
AutobGroup! Nice salespeople who are willing to work with you. However, quality of vehicles is
questionable. Despite no accidents reported on the carfax, a cheap inspection found signs of
collision and a slew of problems related to the accident. Buyer be wary, always get an
inspection before purchasing. The seller was very professional and knowledgeable about the
vehicle, it is a great car but it did not had some options I was looking for, definitely will go back!
Very friendly and honest place, we highly recommend it.. Thank you! Thank you so much for
making this purchase so easy on us, especially during the holiday season. We appreciate your
honesty and the vehicle disclosure, you are definitely one very honest dealership which is very
rare to find!! Thanks Mike!! Horrible experience do not even bother I warn you!! Was told the car
was there an hour before I headed to see it. Bought the car, very content with the performance
and quality of the car. Dealership and employees were very friendly and easy to work with and
yes they will contact you they want to sell! Nissan has put a lot of energy into its cars and small
SUVs in recent years. In comparison, the Pathfinder seems a little neglected. It was last
redesigned in and refreshed in For , there are new standard and available features, which may
help the Pathfinder stay more competitive. Black and chrome trim add visual interest. This year,
Mocha Almond Pearl joins the color palette. There is horsepower and pound-feet of torque on
tap. The front-wheel-drive FWD Pathfinder gets an estimated 20 mpg city, 27 highway, and 23
combined. When the Pathfinder is configured with 4-wheel drive 4WD , those numbers drop to
19, 26, and The Pathfinder seats seven passengers across three rows, and offers an average
amount of cargo space for the class. There are four trim levels, starting with the S. It includes
push-button start, tri-zone automatic climate control, and six USB ports. To get leather
upholstery, heated front seats, and heated second-row seats, take a look at the SL trim. The
top-tier Platinum model gets ventilated front seats and a panoramic moonroof. Other options
include a heated steering wheel and heated side mirrors. An 8-inch touchscreen infotainment
system and a 6-speaker audio system come standard in every Pathfinder. Standard safety
features include a reversing camera, forward-collision warning, automatic emergency braking,
rear sensors, and a rear-seat reminder system. You can add adaptive cruise control, blind-spot
monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, and a multi-angle camera. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan
Pathfinder listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Nissan Dealer.
Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Your employees went above and beyond to try to assist me:.
Very friendly and helpful. Nice guys. Let us test drive, no hassle. Still car shopping so I'm
unsure if they'd negotiate a lower price. I am extremely satisfied with my visit to 26 motor! The
staff was very friendly and helpful. OSA helped me through the whole process and made
everything easy! I highly recommend contacting osa for assistance - they have an amazing
selection on vehicles! Osa and the staff at 26 motors Jamaica was very dedicated to ensuring
that I left with the car of my choice. I definitely recommend shopping there for future car
purchases. These guys handled everything including delivering the car in one day. I could not
have asked for more out of Tacoma. You have to check them out. I bought car from these guys
they went out of their way to help me, I mistakenly reviewed a different dealer with poor write
up. Short negotiation. They do have ad ons which were not advertised but we were able to work
it out quickly. I asked for some numbers, seller did not wanted to help until i schedule a test

drive and an in person meeting. The price was too low and as soon i enquired the vehicle was
removed from inventory, the seller insisted in setting an appointment but he failed to tell me the
car was not on inventory. A fish and bait tactic. Very helpful , called right back and although I
did not purchase the vehicle they provided me with other options and are currently trying to find
the car I want. Highly recommend. Quick and thorough responses via email. Car was freshly
cleaned and ready for me to test drive when I arrived. No pressure, just positive experience. And
car was amazing. It's now at home in my garage. Thanks Ronnie. They were terrible they ran
three inquiries on my credit report with out my permission. I will never do business with them. I
called three times to ask if they have the car I wanted to look at. When I got there they made me
wait an hour. Very unprofessional and dishonest. Shawn was awesome! Professional and
honest. Will encourage others to go to Pleasant AutobGroup! Nice salespeople who are willing
to work with you. However, quality of vehicles is questionable. Despite no accidents reported on
the carfax, a cheap inspection found signs of collision and a slew of problems related to the
accident. Buyer be wary, always get an inspection before purchasing. This was the first time I
had ever gone to a dealership that sells exclusively used cars. Very low pressure, very
thorough, excellent communication and fantastic value. The Pathfinder originally came in a
two-door body style only, but switched to four-door in Early Pathfinders had the appearance of
a truck with a canopy fused on top. As sport utility vehicles grew in popularity, the Pathfinder
evolved into a more sophisticated and comfortable vehicle. The corners became more rounded,
and overall the Pathfinder grew into a larger and more attractive vehicle. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. Used Nissan Pathfinder for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50
mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan Pathfinder listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Authorized Nissan Dealer. Image Not Available. The Pathfinder was
last redesigned in , and a new Pathfinder is expected in Read more. They got through EPA
loopholes for fuel economy and provided families added space as well as a 4-whee. With the
Pathfinder, Nissan gets many things right. However, at the same time, Nissan gets many things
wrong. The result is a functional but forgettable family-sized crossover SUV. Nissan Pathfinder
Reviews Review. We opted for the top of the line 4X4 Pathfinder Platinum and are enjoying
every moment of it. Our previous Pathfinder was driven in excess of k miles and expect the
same mechanically. You cannot go wrong with it. This Pathfinder is very roomy and
comfortable. I have not figured out how to change the default setting for the info screen yet. I
would like the radio be the default rather than the map. I test drove the platinum edition that was
fully loaded except for it was lacking a Sun roof which was a deal breaker unfortunately. I did
enjoy the plush interior and ride quality. We ended up going with the Acura MDX. Now that is
refinement. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan dealers in Atlanta GA. Nissan dealers in Chicago IL.
Nissan dealers in Dallas TX. Nissan dealers in Houston TX. Nissan dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Nissan dealers in Miami FL. Nissan dealers in New York NY. Nissan dealers in Philadelphia PA.
Nissan dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Advertised price is not the sale price. Dealership will attempt to add on thousands of
dollars of fees on used cars. Requested photos numerous times, plenty of email from dealer
employees, no photos or information provided, almost as if the truck only exists online.
Unethical sales tactics. I contacted the dealer before arriving to find out what fixed fees to
expect with the purchase of a used car. I did not purchase the car. I continued watching the car
to see if it would drop in price, but it eventually sold. They called me several days after it sold to
ask me to come in and look at it again. When i reached out to them they would not answer any
of my questions. They kept requesting me to call so when I finally did they said the car I was
requesting about sold that day, but it is still online she tried to sell me another vehicle. I just
kept getting the run around. I drove an hour and 20 minutes to the store and all I got was a sorry
for their mistake! I requested a response to simple questions about the car, by email. All they
did was push for my cell phone to contact me. I requested again that they answer by email,
never heard back from them. Car was already sold when I inquired about it!! They were kind and
attentive. Contact was short but pleasant! The car mileage listed is a misrepresentation. It says ,
the actual is Kyle was was honest and very helpful. First time I been to a dealership and left with
the vehicle of my choice. I'm usually talked into something else. Not a good way to do business.

I drove over an hour and a half to be disappointed. Great salesman but closer ruined it for him.
They added fees for cleaning and window tint, haha I don't tgink so. Just lost a sale and
possibly a few others. Why would anyone pay 4, over asking????? They replied , very helpful
but the displayed car wasn't the one I looked at cargurus advertised. Honestly worst experience
ever drove an hour. Just so the finance guy an the salesman Try to add 10k off dealer fees. So
glad I had someone who knows there numbers with them. Buyer beware an do the math before
you sign anything. I bought this car and they were very good about making the experience
hassle free - although they raised the price online I negotiated a price earlier before they raised
it and they honored that price. They was adding maintenance fees, the price it costed them to fix
the car before putting it on the lot and even a fee for not financing with them. Very helpful and
responsive to our inquiries. We chose another style of vehicle but they were great in answering
our questions. Awesome follow up as well. The price on this car is. It 10, Dealer add ons for a
used car with k miles??? Give me a break. Unethical company that tries to rip people off.
However, Davy, and the Metro Nissan Staff were super nice and attentive. If they had an Acura
on their lot, I would have definitely purchased from them! We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. New Nissan
Pathfinder for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi
mi Nationwide. Find Nissan Pathfinder listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Lowest price first. CarGurus User. Authorized
Nissan Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan dealers in Atlanta GA. Nissan dealers in Chicago IL.
Nissan dealers in Dallas TX. Nissan dealers in Houston TX. Nissan dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Nissan dealers in Miami FL. Nissan dealers in New York NY. Nissan dealers in Philadelphia PA.
Nissan dealers in Washington DC. Nissan Pathfinder For Sale. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. These guys handled everything including delivering
the car in one day. I could not have asked for more out of Tacoma. You have to check them out.
Shawn was awesome! Professional and honest. Will encourage others to go to Pleasant
AutobGroup! Nice salespeople who are willing to work with you. However, quality of vehicles is
questionable. Despite no accidents reported on the carfax, a cheap inspection found signs of
collision and a slew of problems related to the accident. Buyer be wary, always get an
inspection before purchasing. The seller was very professional and knowledgeable about the
vehicle, it is a great car but it did not had some options I was looking for, definitely will go back!
Very friendly and honest place, we highly recommend it.. Thank you! Thank you so much for
making this purchase so easy on us, especially during the holiday season. We appreciate your
honesty and the vehicle disclosure, you are definitely one very honest dealership which is very
rare to find!! Thanks Mike!! Horrible experience do not even bother I warn you!! Was told the car
was there an hour before I headed to see it. Bought the car, very content with the performance
and quality of the car. Dealership and employees were very friendly and easy to work with and
yes they will contact you they want to sell! Horrible this is why I will Never buy from a dealer.
Had a appointment to see specific car, when I got There they said car was out for service. The
sales team has been terrible. Manager Joshua was rude. The salesmen had me get together
information for me trade and never sent back anything ever. I suggest you do the same. Tre was
good all the time. The only thing which interfered with me buying this car that the original offer
to drive it down to me didn't materialize which is a pity. They wanted too much for the mileage
on the car,cracked windshields front and back,scuffed rim and paint chip on the door. Take
what I wrote or delete it. The dealer was fine but your service and followups stink. I intend to
purchase a car but you have now lost my business. The Rock Creek Edition comes with special
inch wheels, a black mesh grille, black exterior trim, two-tone seating, splash guards, a trailer
hitch, and unique badging. All units are powered by a 3. It bolts up to a continuously variable
automatic transmission CVT and drives either the front or all 4 wheels. Standard features for the
base S trim include an 8-inch infotainment system, HD and satellite radio, Bluetooth, tri-zone
automatic climate control, keyless start, and six USB ports. SV trims add keyless access, an
8-way power seat, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, a leather-wrapped gear shift lever, fog
lights, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, and a garage-door opener. Finally, the Platinum comes
with unique inch alloy wheels, a Bose speaker audio system, cooled front seats, wood interior
finishes, and a panoramic sunroof. A mobile entertainment package with dual 8. As far as safety
goes, the Pathfinder comes standard with a reversing camera, rear-door alert, and automatic

emergency braking. Adaptive cruise control, a surround-view camera, blind-spot monitoring,
and rear cross-traffic detection are all extra-cost options. We'll help you find great dea
toyotanationcom
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ls among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan
Pathfinder listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Nissan Dealer.
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